THE RENDEZVOUS
A Designers’ Gathering

GRID
by Pool for Petite Friture

ROBIN MIRROR
by Boca Do Lobo

CREATIVE NUANCES
by Sameer Aalameen

INSPIRED by the myths of Sherwood Forest, the Robin Mirror honors the history of one of the best archers in English literature. Robin was given a strong visual texture through the use of handmade mallets, each unique in their finishing, size and character. The fish-eye mirror is then supported by a brass structure.

Inspired by history, treasured memories and a sense of tradition, Aalameen reinvents the objects he creates. His process is witty, concise and refined, adding a new layer of purpose and content where appropriate to traverse both exclusive handmade and one-off pieces alongside those that are industriously produced. The talented designer recently announced seven new designs.
THE RENDEZVOUS
A Designers' Gathering

SUMMER ON THE TERRACE
A Few of Our Favorite Picks...

'GRID'
by Pool for Petite Friture

Grid's wooden structure, that extends on the side as a semi-circular removable wooden table, is held together by a strap is mounted on a black tubular steel structure. The armrest can be turned into a headrest and the round cushion can be used as a backrest or set on the tablet, lengthening the seating.

'ROBIN MIRROR'
by Boca do Lobo

Inspired by the myths of Sherwood Forest, the Robin Mirror conveys the history of one of the best archers in English literature; Robin was given a strong visual texture through the use of handmade tables, each unique in their finishing, size and character. The fish-eye mirror is then supported by a brass structure.

'CREATIVE NUANCES'
by Sameh Aalameen

Inspired by history, treasured memories and a sense of tradition, Aalameen reinvents the objects he creates; his process is witty, concise and refined, adding a new layer of purpose and context where appropriate to traverse both exclusive handmade and one-of-a-kind pieces alongside those that are industriously produced. The talented designer recently announced seven new designs.